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I amswer your mailing on 1/19 piecemeal. 

. 
¥our letter to Turner end your FBI £ile 1A correspondence; 
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An innocent interpretation is obvious but I think not warranted 
by tne official record and by what we know of this particular thing. I do not 
eblieve you have been given e forthright answer and I believe that most of us 
would probably regard it is deceptive and dishonest if we knew all tne facts. 
As you know, x have become more end more impressed with the semantics these 
people use. I regard it is necessary for tnem to preserve eny shred of self-respect. 
These people are not ordinary crooks and cannot easily benave as crooks, so, I 
tnink, wnen tuey nsve to they resort to this kind of semantic finger-crossing. 

Avery aspect of the ’’answer" can be taken apart. Then you consider the 
inordinate deley in making any response st all, 1 think we should begin with a 
suspicion. 

^ote Rolapp’s 1/9/70 to you. ’Ahat does he describe? He uses your 
words- "You have desc^ibdd the records Jrou are seeking as ’items 1 through~4 
in the Federal bureau of Investigation’s 1A exhibit envelope pertaining to 
Lee Harvey Oswald"* There are several usages here that can be interpreted other 
than you intended, but 1 single out one, "pertaining”. Now, this could not 
"pertain" (as you and I use tde word) to LHO as tne assassin, as as part of ine 
investigation of tnat assassination, for it is of earlier date, from tae one t-ing 
we know we have from tais collection. Tnerefore, in that special kind of interpre- 
tation wax we can expect from DJ/FHL, is this, in taeir original interest, related 
more to something else, like why Oswald asked for an FBI agent, or the distribution 
of allegedly pro-Castro literature, or picketing the Wasp, or any of a number of 
other possibilities, Rolaff's formulation can be interpreted as evasion if not 
deception. Gan you imagine the rest of this file not having any connection of any 
kind wit a Oswald? I recall nothing else so marked, but- wi th so many things having 
been given different identifications, * wonder if somewhere else we have seen an 
FBI think marked in a way indicating a relationship to 1A5? 

That this stuff was was not given to the WC does not meen it was not 
relevant. It may very well mean the file contained what H00ver did not want the 
WC to get interested in. He was anxious enough for them not to know that LEo had 
used the 544 Camp address, and he was anxious, very anxious, for the SS to be called 
off anytning remotely related, kith LHO asking for sn FBI agent when arrested in 
N.O., these things may be significant and I thinfe are and are relevant to withholding 
from the®HX what so very obviously out LED’s N.Q. career in an entirely dif- 
ferent perspective and intorduced possible connections he had had. 

I suggest you write him the kind of letter you nave seen tnat I wrote, 
asking for assurances that there is nothing in the file from mich 1A5 came that 
is directly or indirectly related to LHO, his career, activities, associates or 
connections, prior to the assassination; that in particular it is not in eny way 
related to an investigation of him in New Orleans, for whatever r&ason 8nd in what- 
ever interest; that it is not in any way related to his request to be interviewed 
by.an FBI agent when he was arrested in New Orleans or to that interview and any- 
thing that followed either, etc. Under associstiates or connections, "indluding 
governmental", You might say that his letter srtikes you as ecuivocal, that its 
language seems less than a full answer, hence you are asking these questions. You 
might add that it’s not being given the UC doesn’t mean it should not nave been, 

iou might ask If he is saying that all the other contents came from confidential 
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the psrici prior to it. Another sample °mTlne 
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